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New Riders, 2008. DVD-ROM. Condition: Neu. Neu Unbenutzt. Schnelle Lieferung, Kartonverpackung.
Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei Mehrfachbestellung werden die Versandkosten anteilig erstattet. - In
Transcending CSS: The Fine Art Of Web Design (New Riders), renowned designer and author Andy
Clarke set the stage for the development of progressive Web site design using XHTML, CSS and other
Web-standards technologies. In this new DVD-ROM video, Andy follows up on the core principles of
transcendent CSS, taking you even further along the path to creating beautiful and accessible Web
sites using minimal, semantic markup. In Inspired CSS: Styling for a Beautiful Web, Andy Clarke
shows you how to take your design to the next level using typography, microformats, advanced
CSS selectors, layout techniques employing floats, positioning, and margins, and CSS3. Throughout
the video, Andy demonstrates these concepts using examples from a fictitious Web site he created.
Files are included so you can follow along. With over 2 hours of instruction, you'll discover: \*Proven
techniques for creating inspiring designs that use semantic markup and CSS \*The latest advances
in Web design, including the emerging CSS3 specification \*Inspiration from leading designers who
embrace Web standards in their own work \*Advanced instruction on topics including relative and
absolute...
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Reviews
This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziema nn V
Very good eBook and beneficial one. It generally is not going to price a lot of. I discovered this ebook from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Tyr el B a r tell
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